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Dear editor of Climate of the Past;

I have carefully read the manuscript entitled "Testing the analog method in reconstruct-
ing the global mean annual temperature during the Common Era" by Gomez-Navarro
et al, submitted for publication in Climate of the Past.

The paper proposes to test the suitability of the Analog Method (AM) for producing
climate field reconstructions (CFR) of mean annual temperatures across the globe. The
manuscript does not intend to fully compare pros and cons of the AM-CFR method with
those of other methods available for producing CFR (eg regression-based methods or
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REGEM algorithm). Instead, the authors make use of pseudo-proxies experiments
(PPE) at various degrees of signal degradation (with climate models being the original
reference signal) to pinpoint and eventually attribute problems relating to the method
itself and to the quality / diversity / scarcity of the proxies used to find temperature
analogs.

The paper is fairly well written and logical. It builds a strong and convincing argument
and clearly shows that the AM-CFR method is well suited to produce spatially complete
climate CFR reconstructions at the global scale. The paper builds on a strong literature
review where the various concepts associated with CFR reconstruction are explicitly
and precisely detailed. The mathematical demonstrations associated with the CFR
method are precise, although sometimes not always necessary (correlation eq and
RMSE Eq), but still, they reflect the high level of technical know-how of the authors
with respect to AM-CFR approaches. I am confident that the paper will become and
important reference for the use of CFR for global scale reconstructions

I have a few comments listed below, I would invite the authors to reply to them in order
to clarify some aspects of the manuscript, most particularly the discussion of concepts
relating to the AM method. The comments are somehow minor, but I expect the authors
to address them in order to improve the general quality of the manuscript.

Comments

1) Spectral signature of proxies vs PPE. One of the most important finding in this ar-
ticle is without a doubt the fact that the AM method performs better when PPE are
used instead of real world proxies. Indeed, real-world proxies seem to be noisier than
expected and for that reason the search for analogs tends to be less accurate (than
that performed with PPE), resulting in estimations that are less well correlated with ob-
served MAT. However, a major difference between PPE and real-world proxies is that
real-world proxies commonly encompass only parts of the full spectrum of variability
of the MAT. For example, tree rings, especially when severely standardized, relate to
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high frequency variations in MAT and while a correlation exists with that climatic field,
it reflects mostly the correlation of high-frequency periodicities. Contrastingly, low fre-
quency proxies (such as pollen) may correlate with MAT, assuming that the correlation
is a valid statistic in the presence of auto-correlated series. –and this is not a trivial
assumption-. Still, if significant, the correlation would reflect only the low frequency
component of the variability in MAT. On top of this, the signature of high-frequency sig-
nals probably reflects characteristic of local to regional climate dynamics while lower
frequency variations common to proxies and MAT (whether they are internally or exter-
nally forced) tend to be visible at larger spatial scales. (and that would make it easier
for the AM method)

On the contrary, PPE resulting from the degradation (addition of white noise) of original
climate fields might better preserve the original spectrum of variability characteristic of
temperatures series because the added noise tends to propagates evenly throughout
the spectrum of variability of original climate fields. In short, I find the discussion (L.
505) around the fact that real-world proxies exhibit lower than expected correlations
values with MAT rather incomplete. I invite the authors to fully explore other factors
responsible for this drop in correlation and to include these in the discussion. I suggest,
at first glance, to first ensure that PPE, real-world proxies and components. I fear
that considering only the correlation (between proxies and MAT) when generating PPE
might cast shadow on other sources of noise and variability inherent to the proxies and
might be one of reasons why the AM performs less well with real-world proxies than
with PPE

2) Estimation of analogs with low-resolution proxies. The PAGES-FULL dataset con-
tains proxies covering the last 2k around the world. Most of these proxies are highly
resolved tree ring series that are clustered in few sites such as the Himalayas, subarc-
tic Canada, western Europe and the Andes. The rest of the proxies found in PAGES
–FULL are rather poorly resolved proxies with uncertain dating (pollen and others), dur-
ing the Common Era. Those proxies contain numerous missing values (actually proba-
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bly more missing values than observed values during the CE). Early in the manuscript
(L. 180) the authors state that they interpolate between observed / dated values to
emulate an annual resolution. But I fear that once these series are interpolated, they
remain low-resolution proxies in the sense that each year is strongly autocorrelated to
the previous or following one and so on, while the high frequency component remains
inexistent. When strongly autocorrelated proxies are used to calculate analogs, cor-
relations between observations and predictions are often overestimated (see Guiot et
al 2010). This is because the best analog is most often found just before or after the
given year for which an analog is required. Consequently, this property does not guar-
antee that an independent analog could be found for a more distant period. Without a
proper assessment of this problem in the paper, I fear that low frequency proxies could
contribute to artificially “boost” the correlations between predicted and observed MAT.
As a matter of fact, figure 8 shows that the addition of a few low frequency proxies from
PAST-SEL to PAST-FULL (N passing from 514 to 641 proxies) actually seems to boost
prediction accuracies significantly especially at places where very few proxies are avail-
able. What part of this increased prediction accuracy comes from the above-mentioned
effects?

3) Not clear how the AM-CFR achieves extrapolation and how reliable it is. At many
occasions, the authors claim that the AM method is able to “extrapolate” in order to
produce spatially complete MAT fields. I am not sure how this word is used here. To
extrapolate means making a prediction “above the limits” of a given calibration dataset.
If this is done in the present paper, I request that the authors produce additional anal-
ysis to demonstrate how and how well this is done. However, as I understand it (and
maybe I am wrong here), the AM cannot extrapolate over the range of observed vari-
ability. By definition, an analog is a year (or a pool of years) observed during the
Common Era where proxies are similar to those observed in the past, similarity being
of course measured by some distance metric. So, in other words, the analog must
exist during the Common Era for it to be transferred to the past. Consequently, an
analog cannot extrapolate over the bounds of the variability in MAT. On the contrary,
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the search for analogs is constrained within the bounds of observed variability, result-
ing in a native incapacity to extrapolate. Therefore, I thus suggest to replace the word
extrapolation by the word “prediction” which is more what MA actually does. Following
that same idea, I wonder what would be the consequences of an inability of the AM
method to extrapolate over the range of observed variability. Since the method aims
at producing climate field reconstructions, would it be well suited to reconstruct peri-
ods (eg the MWP) that could have been warmer (even locally) than the Common Era?
What about the LIA? Would the method be able to reconstruct periods that are much
colder that any of the last decades ? So given this discussion, is the method doomed
to be extremely conservative? I would suggest to test that, for example, by removing
the anomalously warm last decades visible in figure 9, calibrating the AM say during
the 1911-1980 period, and predicting MAT for the 1980-201X period. Since this latter
period is censored off from the calibration period, is the AM method able to predict it
or does it simply underestimates it? This could orient the discussion on the capacity of
the AM-CFR method to extrapolate

4) Evaluation of uncertainty. The uncertainty of reconstructions produced by the AM-
CFR method is never shown or discussed. Is this uncertainty larger where proxies are
inexistent? How large are the 95% confidence intervals and how dependent are they
on the number / density of proxies. Could the authors add uncertainty bands around
reconstructions in Figure 9 and / or produce a map of the size of the 95% confidence
interval of the reconstructions? That would help measure the robustness and reliability
of the AM-CFR method

Specific comments Figure 1. I would like these points to show which proxies (tree rings,
pollen, ice cores, lake sediments) are located where, perhaps on figure 1b? L70. Able
to produce (no d) L104. Cannot result (remove s)
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